Abstract-Vandermonde-subspace frequency division multiplexing (VFDM) is a technique for interference cancellation in overlay networks that allows a secondary network to operate simultaneously with a primary network, on the same frequency band. VFDM can be applied to block transmission systems with a guard time (or cyclic prefix) over frequency selective channels. It achieves zero interference towards the primary system by employing a special precoder that aligns the data to the null space of the interfering channel from the secondary to the primary system. In this work, we extend the assessment of VFDM by analyzing the bit error rate and sum rate capacity of practical linear receiver structures for the VFDM-based secondary system. The study realized herein serves as a basis for the implementation of a VFDM prototype system on a real transmission testbed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the wake of the twenty-first century, regulatory communication agencies face a new dilemma: how to increase the radio capacity using a limited radio spectrum. The fact that the allocated radio spectrum is underutilized [1] has pushed these regulatory communications agencies towards adopting a flexible spectrum management model, different from their current approach. In this model, a primary (licensed) network and a secondary (opportunistic) network are arranged in an overlay manner supporting re-utilization of resources. Cognitive radios [2] are envisioned to adopt spectrum sharing techniques [3] to offer a solution to the spectrum shortage problem.
The simplest way to perform the spectrum sharing is by exploiting the spectrum wholes of primary systems, by means of spectrum sensing techniques [4] , [5] . Unfortunately, spectrum sensing has been shown to be difficult to implement due to poor reliability in the presence of fading [4] , [5] and the required signaling overhead [5] . Other techniques, such as interference temperature [5] , [6] , dirty paper coding [7] and beamforming [5] could be used, but generally rely on unrealistic assumptions, such as prior knowledge of the messages to be transmitted or of the transceiver locations.
Recent state of the art techniques for interference alignment [8] , such as the work in [9] and [10] , exploit the degrees of freedom left over from the primary system to achieve the spectrum re-use. In [9] , the spatial dimension is used to provide extra degrees of freedom, in contrast to the work in [10] , where the frequency dimension is used instead. The main advantage of the latter work over the former relies on the fact it does not require location information or water-filling at the primary system.
The afore mentioned frequency approach, called Vandermonde-subspace frequency division multiplexing (VFDM), projects the signal to the secondary receiver on the nullspace of the channel from the secondary transmitter to the primary receiver. VFDM is a linear Vandermonde precoder that exploits the redundancy provided by the use of cyclic prefixes (or zero-paddings) of block transmission systems. VFDM benefits from the frequency selectivity of the channel to create a frequency beamformer (similar to the classical spatial beamformer). In [10] , assuming perfect channel state information (CSI) at the secondary transmitter and receiver, we analyzed the achievable rates of VFDM in high SNR regime. To this end, we implicitly assumed a maximum likelihood (ML) receiver along with gaussian code books and full knowledge of the involved channels.
In this contribution, we relax the ideal assumptions made in [10] and take one step further towards the implementation of a practical VFDM system. We present and perform a numerical analysis of three classical linear equalizers in terms of bit error rate (BER) and spectral efficiency to probe the performance of VFDM, in contrast to the ML equalizer employed in our previous work. In order to assess its performance, we step away from the Gaussian code books and adopt a QPSK bitmapping.
This work is organized as follows. In the next section, (Sec. II) we introduce the model assumed in the remainder of this work and briefly review the concept behind VFDM. We then analyze the VFDM-based receivers in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we provide some numerical results to illustrate the analysis. Conclusions and perspectives are presented in Sec. V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND VFDM
We consider a cognitive interference channel, as depicted in Figure 1 . This scenario is characterized by a secondary system that wishes to communicate over the same frequency band as the primary system while generating no interference. The primary system, however, has no knowledge of the existence of the secondary system (and therefore does not need to avoid interference to it). In this scenario, we let h (ij) denote the L + 1 tap channel impulse response vector between transmitter i and receiver j. For simplicity purposes, the channels' entries are made to be unit-norm, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), complex circularly symmetric and Gaussian CN(0, I L+1 /(L+ 1)). The channels are i.i.d. over any pair i, j. In order to avoid block-interference, we apply orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with N subcarriers with a cyclic prefix of size L.
The received signals at both the primary and secondary receivers are given by:
where
is a matrix with a Toeplitz structure constructed from the channel's coefficients given by
kl N ) for k, l = 0, . . . , N − 1, and x i denotes the transmit vector of user i of size N + L subject to the individual power constraint given by
n i ∼ CN(0, σI N ) is a AWGN noise vector and the transmit power P i = 1. For the primary user, we consider OFDMmodulated symbols
where A is a (N + L) × N a cyclic prefix precoding matrix that appends the last L entries of F −1 s 1 and s 1 is a symbol vector of size N with unitary norm. Regarding the secondary user, the transmit vector is given by
where V ∈ C (N +L)×L is a linear precoder and s 2 is the symbol vector also with unitary norm.
We have shown in [10] that, in order to cancel the interference at the primary receiver, we must to satisfy the following orthogonal condition
such that V belongs to the nullspace of T(h (21) ). Interestingly, one of the ways to define V by creating a Vandermonde matrix [11] 
where {a 1 , . . . , a L } are the roots of the polynomial
with L + 1 coefficients of the channel h (21) . We have, therefore, called this technique Vandermonde-subspace Frequency Division Multiplexing (VFDM).
In this work we have chosen V to be the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of the original Vandermonde matrix structure (6) due to its better characteristics in terms of conditioning, but other methods for creating well conditioned V pre-coders that reside inside of the nullspace of T(h (21) ) and comply with (5) exist [12] , [13] . Note that the construction of V requires full channel state information (CSI) at the secondary transmitter.
We are essentially interested in the secondary link (as the performance of the primary system is well known) and thus we concentrate on y 2 . By substituting (3) and (4) into (1) we can rewrite y 2 as
where H 2 = FT(h (22) )V is an N × L overall channel matrix for the secondary system, H 1 = FT(h (12) )AF −1 is an N ×N diagonal overall channel matrix for the primary system (interference w.r.t. the secondary receiver) and ν 2 , the Fourier transform of the noise n 2 , has the same statistics as n 2 . We remark that VFDM converts the frequency-selective interference channel into a one-side vector Z interference channel where the primary receiver sees interference-free N parallel channels and the secondary receiver sees the interference from the primary transmitter as made clear by (7) . Hence, employing an equalizer able to deal with the interference without the knowledge of the transmitted primary symbols is of interest for VFDM.
III. EQUALIZERS STRUCTURES FOR VFDM
In this section we present the performance of the classical linear (MMSE, ZF and ML) equalizers for VFDM. As a starting point to construct the equalizers for VFDM let us consider the estimated symbols at the secondary receiverŝ 2 asŝ 2 = Gy 2 .
In the following we derive the expressions for G for each of the studied receivers.
A. Minimum Mean Square Error
The MMSE is a well known receiver for its good performance in the presence of interference, maximizing the SINR [14] - [16] . From the MMSE definition we have that
where R yy is the covariance of the received signal with itself and R ys is the covariance of the received signal with the transmitted signal. By further developing (9) with the elements of (7) we get
where R I is the covariance of the interference plus noise. By looking closely into (7) we can compute R I as
In order to properly compute G MMSE , we are considering that the secondary receiver knows perfectly each of the overall channels H 2 and H 1 . The channels can be obtained by pilot estimation. We can compute the effective SINR as
where γ k is the individual SINR contribution for the k th received symbol, g k is the k th column of G MMSE and h ik is the k th column of H i . In the specific case for the MMSE, this expression can be further simplified to
where U 2 is an N ×(L−1) matrix representing H 2 excluding of the k th column.
B. Zero Forcing
The ZF equalizer achieves a zero inter-symbol interference by assuming a peak distortion factor of zero [14] - [16] . G ZF is the ZF equalization filter given by
In the case of the rectangular overall channel matrix H 2 , the inversion is accomplished by the pseudo-inverse operation (defined by A = (A
, and thus
Here we consider that the secondary receiver possesses only an estimate for the overall channel H 2 , obtained as described in the MMSE case. The ZF does not take into account the outside interference as for the case of the MMSE, and is thus simpler. Similar to the MMSE case, the ZF equalizer's SINR is given by taking g k as the k th column of G ZF in (11).
C. Matched Filter
Unlike the previous two equalizers, the MF correlates the received symbols with a filter that matches the channel, hence its name [14] - [16] . This is accomplished by convolving the received signal with a time reversed version of the overall channel matrix, and therefore, G MF is the MF equalization filter given by
The SINR can be expressed similarly to the MMSE and ZF cases, by taking g k as the k th column of G MF in (11) . For all the SINR expressions given above, all symbols have the same statistical behavior, and thus, we can consider that the average bit error probability [17] for QPSK to be given by
where Q(·) is the Q-function.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we provide some numerical results to illustrate the performance of the equalizers for VFDM. The results presented were inspired by the 802.11a standard [18] , in the sense that we adopt N = 64, L = 16 and OFDM symbol time t blk of 4 µs (3.2 µs of useful data and 0.8 µs of guard interval). The adopted bit-mapping is the quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) for both the primary and secondary transmissions. Channels and noise are generated according to the definitions made in section II. Monte Carlo based simulations are executed until the target BER is reached with a statistically relevant amount of samples. Again, we assume perfect knowledge of all channels involved. The simulated BER is computed as the ratio between the number of erroneous bits and the total number of transmitted bits per block, which is further averaged over the total amount of blocks. In order to show a different point of view of the receiver performance, we also include throughput results, which are calculated as T = (1 − BER) · n bits /t blk , where n bits is the number of bits per block. For the following results, we have added a cross interference factor α ∈ [0, 1] to scale the interference coming from the primary system, such that (7) becomes
A. VFDM with respect to OFDM
We start by focusing on the secondary system, comparing its BER with a known reference point, in our case the primary OFDM system. For such, we have chosen the MMSE equalizer for both (although results are extendable to the other receivers), and set α = 0 in order to cancel all interference coming from the primary system to rule out its effect on the assessment. For the OFDM case, the BER, P e and T are calculated the same way as for the VFDM case. We have adapted equations (10) and (11) to OFDM's own overall channel (substituting H 2 for FT(h (11) )AF −1 ) and taking the inverse instead of the pseudo-inverse. 
Figure 2 presents the BER performances of VFDM and OFDM versus SNR (1/σ
2 ). Even though VFDM and OFDM are both based on orthogonal frequency modulators, since VFDM transmits L symbols over N dimensions it experiences a diversity gain in comparison to OFDM, which transmits the same amount of symbols as available dimensions. Therefore, by coding L symbols over N useful carriers VFDM effectively provides a symbol redundancy with respect to the noise realization. This noise robustness explains the better BER performance of VFDM at low SNR regime (Figure 2) , where it experiences a higher symbol to noise robustness. Bear in mind that even though VFDM provides a gain in terms of BER, it still is limited in terms of throughput, as seen on Figure  3 , since its rate is bounded to L/N times the throughput of OFDM as shown previously in [10] . It is also important to note that since the transmitted signal for OFDM and VFDM has a 
B. Equalizers for VFDM
Although it is already expected that the MMSE equalizer provides the best performance for VFDM among the studied equalizers, due to its inherent capability to deal with interference, it is interesting to see how the other equalizers behave in terms of BER and throughput. Again, in order to properly assess the performance contribution of each equalizer structure by themselves, we have chosen to disable the interference from the primary system (α = 0). In Figure 4 the BER and P e performances are presented for the three equalizers focus of this work. As expected the MMSE outperforms the two other equalizers with a constant gap of about 4 dB with respect to to the ZF equalizer. Even though there is no interference coming from the primary system, the MMSE takes into consideration the characteristics of the noise, which explains its best performance among the three. The MF presents the worst performance, with its BER saturating at around 8 dB.
The afore mentioned behavior can also be easily seen in terms of throughput in Figure 5 . Again we find that the MMSE outperforms the other two equalizers providing a throughput gain of about 500 Kbps at the low SNR regime with respect to the ZF. The MF's throughput is the worst, saturating at about 7 Mbps at the high SNR regime while the other two saturate above the 8 Mbps mark. We must state that, even though MMSE provides the best overall performance, it is still known to be the most complex equalizer of the three analyzed, followed by the ZF and the MF, respectively.
C. VFDM and Interference
In a realistic environment, it will be rare to have a completely faded interference channel (α = 0) and thus it is interesting to study the behavior of VFDM in the presence of interference from the primary system. In Figure 6 , the P e curves 1 for the MMSE and ZF equalizers 1 under increasing interference is presented (α = {0, 0.5, 1}) are presented. As expected, the presence of interference severely degrades the performance of the both equalizers, with higher saturation points for higher interference. In order to better see the effect of the increasing interference levels, we isolated the MMSE equalizer, this time with a bigger interference range (α = {0, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1}). The P e curves for such a case can be seen in Figure 6 where the P e becomes more rapidly sensible to the interference as α approaches 1 (the difference can be barely seen for α = 0.01 with respect to α = 0 since the separation will occur at higher SNRs). Once more, this 1 BER curves and MF results are omitted for readability purposes. behavior is confirmed by the throughput curves, as seen in Figure 8 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have continued the development of a new cognitive radio technology for spectrum re-use and network overlay called VFDM. Unlike in a previous work, we have relaxed the main idealistic assumptions i.e. the use of the ML equalizer and Gaussian codebook. In the current contribution, we have rather studied VFDM's performance using practical linear equalizers, namely the MMSE, ZF and MF using QPSK symbols. Being more specific, we have performed a numerical analysis of the VFDM BER, probability of bit error and sum rate capacity performance with respect to the primary OFDM system and to increasing interference levels. Our main findings are:
• VFDM, also being an orthogonal modulation, performs similar to OFDM in terms of BER; • VFDM provides a diversity gain at low SNR regime due to the transmit diversity intrinsic to its operation. This happens in spite of the upper bound of N/L on the rate, meaning only that symbols experiencing a low SNR will be more robust, compared to that of OFDM; • as expected, the MMSE equalizer provides a better performance, with about 4 dB of constant gain over ZF; • the MF provides the worst performance of the batch saturating its BER and sum rate capacity (∼ 0.4 bps/Hz) at about 12 dB of SNR; • interference from the primary system severely affects the BER and sum rate capacity performance of the equalizers, with higher sensibility as α approaches 1. As it was shown in this work, VFDM offers a good performance provided that it exploits the left-over degrees of freedom from the primary system at only the cost of CSI acquisition. In the continuation of this work, we will study the impact of imperfect channel state information on the performance of the secondary system as well as the ability to cancel the interference to the primary system. Furthermore, we will look into the useful data-to-estimation symbols proportion in order to provide a good performance tradeoff. Then, we will propose the implementation of a feasible multi-user system based on VFDM. Finally we will continue the implementation of VFDM on a transmission testbed as a proof of concept.
